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Symbol 
1, 
Length- _____ 1 meter- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ____ _ :- 
Time- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Foroe ________ ,i 
eecond----------------- 
weight of 1 kilogram----- 
Power------ 
speed---- 
P’ 
V 
AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS f 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS \ 
Metric English \ 
Abbrevia- Unit tion Unit Abbreviation I ,’ 
m foot (or mile) _ ________ ft (or mi) 
second (or hour) _______ set (or hr) 
& weight of 1 pound..---- lb 
horsepower (metric) _ _ _ _ _ ---kph---- : 
/kiIonieters per hour------ 
hersepower- - _-_-_ .---‘- hp 
mdes per hour ________ mph 
lmeters per second- _ _____ mm feet per seaond -_-__-_ fpe 
,, 2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg V Kinematic viscosity . ‘., ” 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/sa p Density (mass per unit volume) 
or 32.1740 ft]sed Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-mq4-s2 at 15’ C 
Mass=--W and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lb-ft-l sec2 ‘Specific weight of 
Momen! of inertia=mk2. (Indicate axis of 0.07651 lb/cu ft 
“standard” air, 1.2255 kg/m* or 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
3. AERODYNAMIC S,YtiBOLS I 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio, g 
True air speed 
. 
Dynamic pressure, k pVz 
Lift, absolute coefficient C&=5 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD=% 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient CD,,=3 
Induced drag; absolute coefficient C&,=2 
DP Parasite drag, absolute coefficient G,=F~ 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc=5 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p % where-l is a linear dimen- 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft’ chord, 100 
,~ mph, standard pressure at 15’ C, the corre- 
sponding Reynolds number is 935,400; or for 
an airfoil of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corre- 
spending Reynolds number is 6,865,OOO) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
‘Angle of attack, absolute (measured. from zero- 
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
,’ ” 
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REPORT 1010 
A RECURRENCE MATRIX SOLUTION FOR THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF AIRCRAFT IN GUSTS1 
By JOHN C. HOUBOLT 
SUMMARY 
A systematic procedure is developed for the calculation of the 
structural response qf aircraft jlying through a gust by use of 
diyerence equations and matrix notation. The use of differ- 
ence equations in the solution of dynamic problems is Jirst 
illustrated by means of a simple-damped-oscillator example. 
A detailed analysis is then given which leads to a recurrence 
matrix equation for the determination of the response of an 
airplane in a gust. The method takes into account wing 
bending and twisting deformations, .fuselage dejlection, vertical 
and pitching motion of the airplane, and some tail-forces. The 
method is based on aerodynamic strip theory, but compressi- 
bility and three-dimensional aerodynamic e#ects can be taken 
into account approximately by means of over-all corrections. 
Either a sharp-edge gust or a gust of arbitrary shape in the 
spanwise orsight directions may be treated. In order to aid in 
the application of the method to any specijic case, a suggested 
computational procedure is included. 
The possibilities of applying the meth.od to a variety of tran- 
sient aircraft problems, such as landing, are brought out. A 
brief review of matrix algebra, covering the extent to which it ,is 
used in the analysis, is also included. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the problem of an airplane flying through gusts, accurate 
predictions of stresses are not always obtained if the inter- 
action between aerodynamic loads and st.ructural deforma- 
tions is not considered. The present report gives a method 
for determining the dynamic response of aircraft in gusts in 
which this interaction is considered. An approach is em- 
ployed which is a departure from the usual modal type of 
solution. The time derivatives in the integrodifferential 
equations of motion of the airplane are replaced by appro- 
priate difference expressions and use is made of matrix nota- 
tion to express conveniently the conditions of equilibrium at 
a number of points along the wing span. The result is a 
systematic procedure which is complete and general in form. 
The airplane is assumed to be free to translate and pitch. 
Wing bending, wing twist, and fuselage flexibility are all in- 
cluded. Tail forces due to vertical motion, angle of attack, 
and gust penetration are also included in the analysis. 
With the method, a gust with any gradient in the direction 
of flight or along the span may be treated. The method is 
based on aerodynamic strip theory, but over-all compresui- 
bility and aspect-ratio corrections may be included with- 
out difficulty, if desired. One such over-all correction is 
indicated. 
In the first part of the report the method of using difference 
equations in the solution of dynamic problems is illustrated 
by an example in which the transient response of a simple 
oscillator is determined. The analysis for the determination 
of the response of an airplane in a gust is then given. In the 
following section a computational procedure is suggested. 
This section is not intended to describe or add to the under- 
standing of the analysis, but by following the directions indi- 
cated, the response of any airplane may be found without 
following through the complete details of the analysis. 
Supplementary definitions and derivations are presented in 
appendixes. Appendix A summarizes the various matrix 
coefficients and matrices that are used in the analysis, 
appendix B gives a derivation of the difference equations, 
appendix C gives a derivation of the flexibility matrices, 
appendix D gives a derivation of a recurrence equation for 
evaluating the form of Duhamel’s integral which involves an 
exponential kernel, and appendix E presents a review of the 
fundamentals of matrix algebra. It is suggested that those 
not familiar with matrix algebra read appendix E before 
reading the analysis. 
SYMBOLS 
a 
al coefficient used in unsteady lift function for sudden 
A 
At 
b 
C 
CO 
co, 
CZ 
e 
E 
distance between leading edge of wing and elastic 
axis 
change in angle of attack 
aspect ratio of wing 
aspect ratio of horizontal tail 
semispan of wing 
chord of wing 
chord at wing midspan 
midspan chord of tail 
mean aerodynamic chord of tail 
distance between mass center of wing cross section 
and elastic axis of wing, positive when elastic 
axis lies forward of mass center 
Young’s modulus of elasticity 
I 
1 Supersedes NACA TN 2060, “A Recurrence Matrix Solution for the Dynamic Response of Aircraft in Gusts” by John C. Houbolt, 1950. 
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suddenly applied force 
shear modulus of elasticity 
integers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 used to designate sta- 
tions (for most part used as parenthetical num- 
bers, that is, w(3) is deflectron at station 3) 
bending moment of inertia . 
torsional stiffness constant 
radius of gyration of wing mass about elastic axis 
or elast,ic spring constant 
length of section associated with a spanwise station 
aerodynamic lift. over int.erval I on wing 
shear force transmitted to wing by fuselage 
aerodynamic lift over interval 1 on wing due to gust 
one-half aerodynamic lift on tail due to gust 
one-half total aerodynamic lift on tail 
part of aerodynamic lift over interval 1 on wing (see 
equation (16)) 
part of aerodynamic lift over interval I on wing (see 
equation (17)) 
mass of beam included in interval I or concentrated 
mass in spring oscillator 
mass m including apparent mass effect (m+q) 
assumed over-all compressibility and aspect-ratio 
correction for wing 
A 
2+A&-MM2 > 
ass,umed over-all compressibility and aspect-ratio 
correction for horizontal tail At 
2 + A, T’iT > 
mass moment me including apparent mass effect 
( 7rplc3 1 a me+4 2-2 ( >> 
mass of fuselage per unit length 
mass polar moment of inertia mk2 including appar- 
cnt mass effects mk2+ 
Mach number or aerodynamic moment over intcr- 
val 1 about elastic axis of wing 
moment transmitted to wing by fuselage 
integers 0, 1, 2, 3, and So forth to designate num- 
ber of time intervals passed 
normal load acting at a station 
fuselage inertia loading per unit length 
torsional load acting at a station 
distance traveled by wing in half-chords 
( Ft, 
where midspan chord co is used as reference 
chord 
> 
distance interval in half-chords &y e 
( > 
horizontal-tail area 
time, zero at beginning of gust penetration 
forward velocity of flight 
vertical velocity of gust 
W 
Wf 
WI 
X 
Y 
P 
Y 
6 
E 
x 
Xi 
P 
P 
ti 
Uf 
l(t) 
1-a 
i 3 
I I 
1 J 
deflection of elastic axis of wing, positive upward, 
or deflection of mass oscillator 
deflection of fuselage, positive upward 
fuselage modal function; zero at wing elastic axis 
and unity at tail one-quarter-chord location 
distance along fuselage measured from wing elastic 
axis, positive in rearward direction 
distance from foremost part of nose to ela.strc axis 
distance from elastic axis to one-quarter-chord loca- 
tion on tail 
distance along wing measured from center of air- 
plane 
ratio of dynamic deflection to static deflection 
angle of attack of horizontal tail, positive in the 
stalling direction 
forward-speed and aspect-ratio factor for wing 
(maapU) or coefficient of damping for spring 
oscillator 
forward-speed and aspect-ratio factor for tail 
exnonential coefficient in @function associated with 
I 
time t (Y=F x) 
coefficient of fuselage modal function 
time interval 
exponential coefficient in CP function associated 
with variable s 
dimensionless interval between i- 1 and i stations 
(Xib is act,ual length) 
mass density of air 
augle of twist. of wing, positive in stalling direction 
function which denotes growth of lift on rigid air- 
foil entering sharp-edge gust (used without sub- 
script to indicate function for wing and with 
subscript t used. to indicate function for tail) 
natural frequency associated with W,, radians per 
second 
unit-step function 
function which denotes growth of lift on airfoil 
following sudden change in angle of attack (used 
without subscript to indicate function for wing and 
with subscript t used to indicate function for 
tail) 
square matrix 
rectangular matrix 
column matrix 
row matrix 
Subscripts: 
t tail 
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . n number of time intervals passed 
0,1,2,3,4,5ori station (however, station is usually 
given as parenthetical number, such 
as w(3) for deflection at station 3); 
i is also used as general subscript in 
appendix A 
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All the terms, coefficients, and matrices not defined in this 
section are defined in appendix A. 
Dots are used to indicate derivatives with respect to time; 
ANALYSIS 
TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF A SIMPLE DAMPED OSCILLATOR 
In order to illustrate the use of difference equations and 
to test the accuracy of the procedure that is to be used in 
‘the solution of the more complicated gust problems, the 
solution of a simple problem having a known analytical 
solution is first presented. The problem is to compute the 
response of the damped oscillator shown in figure 1 to a 
suddenly applied force. The differential equation of motion 
of this system due to the suddenly applied force is 
m;i,+pti+kw=Fl(t) (1) 
By use of difiercnce equations this differential equation may 
be transformed into an equation which involves deflection 
ordinates at several successive values of time. Probably 
the most commonly used difference equations are the follow- 
ing (see appendix B for derivation): 
(2) 
which give the derivatives at the intcrmetliatc of three 
successive ordinates. Although these equations arc quite 
adequate for the oscillator problem of the present report, 
they cannot be used in the gust analysis which follows. 
Rather, for reasons which are brought out in a subsequent 
part of the analysis, equations that give the derivatives at 
the end ordinate of several successive ordinates must be 
used. If only three successive ordinates are used, the deriv- 
a.tives so found are not accurate enough to be useful. If 
a fourth ordinate is added, however, derivatives may be 
taken at the end ordinate with accuracies which are com- 
parable to those given by equations (2) and (3). Such 
derivatives are derived also in appendix B and are given 
by the equations: 
W,‘ = 
11w,-1.8w,~,+9w,~,--2w,-, 
6e 
G =2~,-5w,-,f4w,-z-wW,-~ 
n e2 
Although either equations (2) and (3) or equations (4) and 
(5) may be used in the solution of this oscillator problem, 
only equations (4) and (5) will be used, since only these 
equat#ions can be used in the gust-problem solution presented 
in this report. 
Jf t,he derivatives in equation (1) are replaced by the 
t 
I F 
Frr,u~e I.-Damped oscillator and suddenly awtied force. 
difference equations (4) and (5), the following equation is 
obtained: 
(6) 
This equation may be said to be the difference equation of 
motion. If the more general case of a variable applied force 
were being considered, the factor F in t.his equation would 
be replaced by F,, the value of the force present at the 
time t=ne. 
If a specific cast is now considered, in which :=400, 
P 
2m -2, ~=0.01, F=I, and the notation z=w (ratio 
-- 
F/k of 
dynamic cleflection to static deflection) is usccl, equation (6) 
becomes 
z,~=0.018927+2.42272z,,~~-l.92114z,-2+0.47,949z,~~3 (7) 
This equation may be regarded as a recurrence formula; the 
value zrz may be interpreted as the cleflection to come and 
may be found easily from the three preceding deflections 
z~-~, z,-~, and z~-~. Then wit,h the newly found value z, 
ancl with z,-, ancl z,,-~, the next deflection can be found, 
and so on. This process thus gives a step-by-st)ep deriva- 
tion of the t.ime history of deflection and may be carried 
out as far as is desired. Of course the process must start 
with known initial values of 2. These values can be found 
with the aid of the initial conditions of the problem by 
means of the following approach. 
The difference equations for the first and second deriva- 
tives at the third ordinat,e of four successive ordinates are 
(see appendix B) 
@,, 2 (W,,.l E2 -2w,+w,-,) 
If these equations are taken to apply at t=O (n=O), they 
become 
ti,=~(2wlf3~~-6w-~+w-2) (8) 
ti,+w,-Zw,fwJ (9) 
,.. 
- 
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For the problem under consideration the primary initial 
conditions are that, at t=O, the displacement and velocity 
are zero. By use of equation (1) or by reasoning from 
Newton’s second law, a secondary initial condition can be 
established-that is, the acceleration immediately following 
the application of the unit force must be l/m. In equation 
form these conditions are 
wo=o 
&=L 
m 
By substitution of these values into equations (8) and (9) 
and by use of the notation *- “ -$$ the following relations 
can be found to exist between the ordinates: 
~-~=0.24--8~~ (10) 
2~,=0.04---2, 
Substitution of these values into equation (7), with n set 
equal to 1, gives an equation from which z,, the deflection 
at t=r, may be evaluated. Three successive deflections 
can now be established: the deflection at t=e, the zero 
deflection at t=O, and a fictitious deflection for t=--e given 
by equation (10). In the real problem no deflection exists 
for t less than zero; the assumption that a deflection does 
exist before t’is zero is simply a means for allowing the recur- 
rence formula, equation (7), to apply at the origin as well 
as at later values of time. Furthermore, no violation is 
made of the conditions under consideration because, mathe- 
mat(ically, the response after t=O is not influenced by the 
response that may exist before t=O, so long as the initial 
conditions are satisfied. The process just described for 
treating the initial conditions is actually not different from 
the procedure commonly employed in difference-equation 
approaches, in which exterior points near a region under 
consideration are written in terms of the interior points by 
means of the boundary conditions. 
With the initial values of deflection thus established the 
.I0 
t, set 
step-by-step evaluation of succeeding deflections proceeds in 
a straight-forward manner-that is, equation (7) is now 
evaluated for n=2, then for n=3, and so on. The response 
of the oscillator for the physical constants listed previously 
is given in figure 2. The comparison between the difference 
solution shown in this figure and the exact solution of 
equation (1) is seen to be good. As a matter of interest, 
the solution is also shown in this figure that is obtained by 
the use of the parabolic end-ordinate derivative which 
involves only three successive ordinates. The agreement in 
this case is seen to be quite bad. If equations (2) and (3) 
had been used, on the other hand, the difl’erence solution 
(in this case for w,+,) would correspond to that given for 
the cubic end-ordinate derivative. 
RECURRENCE MATRIX EQUATION FOR RESPONSE OF AN AIRPLANE 
IN A GUST 
In order to help the reader to obtain a perspective of what 
is to be covered in this section, the folIowing basic phases of 
the analysis are given: 
(1) The assumptions are stated. 
(2) The coordinate system and displacements are defined. 
(3) The aerodynamic lift and moment are defined. 
(4) The normal and torsional dynamic loadings (inertia 
forces, aerodynamic forces, and fuselage forces) on the wing 
are derived. 
(5) The equations of elastic deformation-wing vertical 
mot.ion, wing rotation, and fuselage bending-are given. 
(6) The dynamic loadings on the wing are transformed 
into difference equations. 
(7) The equations of elastic deformation and the difference 
equations for loading are combined to give the recurrence 
matrix equation for response. 
In succeeding sections the initial response is determined, 
the method for evaluating the gust forces is shown, and the 
method for computing the loads and stresses is indicated. 
Assumptions.-In this analysis an attempt is made to 
obtain t,he simplest and most direct solution to the problem 
with a minimum of simplifying assumptions. The case 
treated is that of an airplane having an essent,ially straight 
wing and penetrating a gust of known structure. The tail 
is considered to penetrate subsequently the same gust as 
does the wing. The assumptions made are as follows: 
Assumptions pertaining to elasticity and airplane motion: 
(1) The usual assumptions of engineering beam theory are 
made. 
(2) The fuselage is free to pitch and move vertically. The 
portion of the fuselage in front of the elastic axis of the wing 
is assumed for convenience to be rigid. The portion of the 
fuselage rearward of the elastic axis is assumed flexible, and 
the elastic deflection is assumed to be given by a single 
modal function. 
(3) The tail is assumed rigid. 
Assumptions pertaining to aerodynamic forces: 
(1) Aerodynamic strip theory applies. Three-dimensional 
effects, however, may be taken into account approximately 
by means of over-all corrections. Some such corrections are 
indicated. 
(2) The gust force and forces due to vertical and pitching 
motion are the onlv tail forces considered. Otther forces of 
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(3) Aerodynamic forces on the fuselage are neglected. 
Coordinate system and displacements.-Position on the 
airplane is denoted by an orthogonal system of axes.* The 
origin is at the intersection of the wing elastic axis with the 
plarie of symnietky -of the airplane: the G-axis runs positive 
upward, the z-axis runs along the fuselage positive in the 
rearward direction, and the v-axis runs spanwise. The wing 
semispan is considered to be divided into six, not necessarily 
equal, sections, with a station point at the middle of each 
section. (See fig. 3.) More or fewer stations could be 
chosen, but it is believed t.hat six is a fair compromise be- 
tween the amount of labor involved in setting up a solution 
and the accuracy desired. Th$ interval between stations is 
designated by the number of the station at the outboard end 
of the interval. Station 0 is located near the wing root and 
generally may be located where the fuselage intersects the 
wing. In this way the concentrated forces of the fuselage 
are allowed to act through station 0. The other five stations 
are then located in any convenient manner so as to fall at 
concentrated mass locations or at points which represent the 
average of distributed masses, station 5 being nearest the tip. 
The total mass within a section is assumed to be concen- 
trated at the station point, and the average of the section 
geometry (chord, elastic axis position, and so on) is assumed 
to apply. In this way the wing is assumed to be a beam 
subject to six load concentrations and as such will have a 
linear moment variat.ion between each station. The further 
1 assumption is made that the - variation is linear between EI 
each station. With these assumptions for the EI variation 
and concentrated load locations, equations for deflection at 
each station point may be derived (a.ppendis C) by direct 
analytical treatment. 
The displacements of the cross section at each station of 
the wing are given as the deflection of and rotation about the 
wing elastic axis as shown in figure 4. The fuselage dis- 
placements are shown in figure 5 and are given by the 
, equations: 
w,=w(O)-p(O)s (11) 
for the forward section and 
w,=w(o)-p(o)z+w~6 02) 
for the rearward section. The funct,ion W, is taken as the 
fundamental mode of vibration of the fuselage and tail 
assembly, when the fuselage is considered to be clamped as a 
cantilever beam at the elastic-axis location of the wing, and 
is given in terms of a unit deflection at the i-chord position 
on the tail. With this function to represent the elastic 
deformation of the fuselage the deflection and angle of 
attack of the tail are found with the aid of equation (12) to be 
w,(~t)=w(o)-do)~~+~ (13) 
~ where 
dw, at=-- z=~t=440)--~1 1 (14) 
FPXIRE 3.-Division of wing into sections. 
I -- -L-- Equilibrium posiiion - - -k ------ 
FIGURE 4.-Displacements of B wing cross section. 
FIGURE 5.-Coordinate system for fuselage displacement. 
Aerodynamic lift and moment.-Before going into the 
details of the analysis it is felt worthwhile to define and 
describe the nature of the aerodynamic forces to which the 
wing is subjected. These forces originate from two sources: 
they arise directly from the gust encountered, and they arise 
from the ensuing tiirplane motion. The equations for the 
aerodyna.mic lift and moment that develop are herein set up 
in a convenient form on the basis of work given in references 
1 to 4. In these investigations various methods for separat- 
ing the lift forces have been used, but the particular method 
for separating these forces is not important so long as they 
are taken into account properly. 
In the present report the aerodynamic lift and moment 
are considered to be composed of two parts: one part, desig- 
nated as the lift or moment due to circulation, which includes 
all lift forces or moments exclusive of aerod.ynamic inertia 
effects and the other part, which is due solely to these inertia 
effects. These lift forces and moments can be resolved into 
the force systems acting on the airfoil as shown in sketch 1 
(forces due to circulation) and sketch 2 (inertia force and 
moment). 
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The force L, is the lift force developed by the gust and 
corresponds to the gust force that would develop on t.he 
airfoil considered rigid and restrained against vertical motion. 
All t.he other forces occur as a result of motion of the airfoil. 
These forces, as well as the gust force, are given for an 
interva.1 1 of t,he span by the equat,ions: For the forces due 
to circulation, 
L,=m,?rpclU S oc 2 q(t- T)dT 
L,= mA7rpclU 
S[ 0 
’ ci~-w+c(~-~~~][1-~(1--)]d7 
(16) 
and for t,he inertia force and moment, 
where 
mA factor which can bc used to i 
(19) 
ntroducc over-all com- 
pressibility and aspect-ratio corrections ; in this 
report the factor is assumed to bc given by 
A 
2+A,/l-M2 
I-@ lift function which denotes the growth of lift on 
an airfoil following a sudden change in angle of 
attack 
G lift function which denotes the growt,h of lift on a 
rigid airfoil entering a sharp-edge gust 
‘The functions I-@ and \L and the correction mA are 
established as follows. In. reference 5, approximate equa- 
tions are derived which give the lift-coefficient form of t.he 
growth of lift on a finit.e wing following a sudden c.hange in 
angle of attack or due to the penetration of a sharp-edge 
gust,. The equa,tions may conveniently be considered as the 
product. of a factor, which may bc regarded as a lift-curve 
slope, and an unsteady lift function, designated b.y I--+ for 
the function due to the angle-of-attack change and by # 
for the function due to the sharp-edge gust. These unsteady 
lift functions are shown in figures 6 and 7 and are given by 
the following equations: For the 1-@ functions 
(1-+)A=3=1-0.283e-0.540” (204 
(1-+)A=6= 1 -0.361e-0.381S (2Ob) 
(1-~)A=m=1-0.165e-0~0455-0.335e-0~300S (2Oc) 
and for the $ functions 
tiAz3= 1 -0.679e-0~558S-0.227e-3~20s (21a) 
~A,5~~-0.44~~~0~2Q0S-0.272~~o~~2~s-0.]Q3~~~~~~s @lb) 
I I I I I 
a 4 8 12 16 
s, half chords 
FIGURE G.-Lift functions for sudden chanm in angle of attack. (See equations (2Oj.j 
I I I I I 
0 4 8 /2 16 
s, ho/f chords 
FIGURE i.-Lift functions for wings entering a sharp-edpc gust. (SW eqcations (21) 
and (ZZ).) 
Equations (21) are based on equations of reference 5; whereas 
equation (22) is the $ function that is suggested for wings of 
infinite aspect ratio in reference 3. Inspection of equations 
(20) shows that the @ fun&ion for aspect ratios 3 and 6 is 
given by a single exponential term. It is probable that the 
@ function for higher aspect ratios, say 10 and even 20, 
may also be given to a sufficient approximation by a single 
exponential term. Therefore, the assumption is made that 
in general @ may be represented by an equation of the form 
*=ule-xs (23) 
Interpolation, for example, of the curves in figure 6 shows 
that the @ function for aspect ratio 10 might be approximated 
by the equation: 
@~‘A;~Io=0.41e-o~3S (24) 
The analysis does not necessarily limit @ to a single ex- 
ponential term. Other terms could be added with some 
inc.rease in labor, but the degree of refinement obtained 
is not expected to add much to the over-all accuracy of the 
solution. 
Although the functions given by equations (20) to (22) 
are known to approximate the true functions quite well over 
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equations (2 1) do not vanish, as they should, when t=O. Wheti 
used in the computational procedures given hereinafter, these 
functions, therefore, are to be taken as zero when t=O. 
Another point to note is that the variable s is given in terms 
2 of a-reference chord c,; thus this variable as applied to the 
wing is different, in general, from the variable as applied 
to the tail. 
Examination of the values of lift-curve slope, which were 
stated to be present in the equa.tions taken from reference 5, 
reveals that they may be approximated with good accuracy 
by the product of 21r and the often-used aspect-ratio cor- 
A rection A+ 2 - for s;eady incompressible flow. In the present 
report it is assumed that compressibility and aspect-ratio 
corrections can be made by replacing this aspect-ratio 
correction by a compressible aspect-ratio correction defined 
A’ 
‘y ,4’+2. p, where A’=AJl---M’, and by multiplying this 
correction by the Glauert-Prandtl Mach number correction 
Jl -lMZ 
= to give the product mA. The procedure then for 
taking into account three-dimensional and compressibihty 
effects in the present analysis is to determine mA from the 
forward speed and aspect ratio of the wing and to use the 
1-a and fi functions, equations (20) to (24), for the aspect 
ratio which is nea.rest that of the wing. 
Some word of explanation of equation (16) might be 
worthwhile at this point. The @(t--7) function is associated 
with the lift forces which are due to the wake. Without this 
term the equation would yield the steady lift corresponding 
to the instantaneous values of angle of attack and vertical 
velocity. If equation (16) is integrated by parts and the 
conditions are stipulated that 20, ti, C,D, and $ are all zero at 
t=O, the following equation may be found : 
L1=pcl&Jw-(l -~&3cltiJ+pclu 1 -cI?,,-c 3-a 4 
[ lJ(4 c> ++ 
&(t-i)dr-Pcz(;-;)~ ,tr;(t-T)dT (25) 
where fi has been introduced as a forward-speed and aspect- 
ratio parameter defined by the equation 
p=mA?rpU W-V 
With reference to equation (23), 9, and Go in equation (25) 
would have the values 
cPo=Ul 
The form of L, given by equation (25) is presented because 
this form is more convenient to use in the present analysis. 
For this analysis the total lift and moment acting at the 
elastic-axis location are desired. For the present, the total 
lift L and moment M of the forces due to circulation are 
found: the inertia force and moment are to be treated - 
separately. Summation of all the lift forces due to circula- 
tion and summation of the moments of these forces about 
the elastic axis gives the desired equations for the aero- 
dynamic lift and moment acting on the airfoil over an 
interval I as foliows: 
L=Li-Li-L, (27) 
The loading on the wing---The normal and torsional 
dynamic loads that are held in equilibrium by the elastic 
restoring forces of the wing may be found by considering all 
the aerodynamic and inertia forces that act on the wing. 
The mass situated at any station (see fig. 4) can be shown to 
have an inertia normal force equal to 
-miifmey 
and an inertia torsional moment about the elastic axis equal 
to 
me%--mk2g 
If the aerodynamic forces and moments (see equations (18), 
(19), (27), and (28)) are added to these inertia loadings, the 
total normal and torsional loadings on the wing at each 
station are found to be given, respectively, by the equations: 
p=-mi.b+me~+L+L, 
q=meib-mk2tj+M- i--a L&M, 
( > 
The terms L, and Ml ordinarily would appear with the aero- 
dynamic lift and moment values but are treated separately 
so that they can be combined with the structural mass 
terms. If use is made of equations (18) and (19), the load- 
ing equations become 
where 
(29) 
(30) 
The terms appearing with the structural mass quantities in 
the definitions of Zi, ZiZ, and 7iiz” are the terms which are 
commonly associated with apparent mass effects. 
The value of the shear forces L, and the moment M, t,rans- 
mitted to the wing by the fuselage can be found in the 
following manner. From equations (11) and (12) the values 
of the inertia loading on the forward and rearward sections 
of the fuselage can be shown to be given, respectively, by 
the equations: 
. pf= - ml [G(O) - ~(O)Z] (31) 
pf=-mm,[ib(0)-~(O)z+‘6’W,] (32) --~ 
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Integration of these inertia loadings over the length of the 
fuselage and addition of the aerodynamic tail Ioad 24Z give 
the value of the total load transmitted to the wing; one-half 
of this load is designated by L, and is assumed to act at 
station 0, the other half being considered to act through the 
corresponding station on the other half of the wing. Inte- 
gration of the moment of the inertia loading about the 
elastic-axis location and addition of the moment -2x,L, of 
the tail forces give the total moment due to the fuselage; 
one-half of the moment is designated M, and acts at sta- 
tion 0. The values of L, and M, thus found can be given 
by the equations: 
L,=-Miib(O)+M,$(o)-M,‘s’+L, (33) 
M,=M,ib(O)-M2M,&.(o)+M&xJ:,L, (34) 
where the Mi’s are considered to be generalized masses 
defined as follows: 
M,=iy* m,dx 
=n 
Mz=i 
J’ 
ltmfx dx 
*U 
MS=; 
J’ 
0z’ m,W1 dx 
M4=i S zf mfx2dx x* 
M5=f 
s 
oz’mfxW, dx 
(3 5) 
J 
The grneralized mass constant M,, although not appearing 
in equations (33) or (34), is included in this group because 
it occurs in a subsequent part of the analysis. In the 
derivation of equation (34), the aerodynamic moment of 
the tail about the tail $-chord position is neglected since 
it is considered to be small in comparison with the value 
x,r,t. The lift on the tail L, can be found by application 
of equation (27) to the tail surface. In this case the + 
function appropriate to the tail should be chosen and the 
values of displacement w and cp should be replaced by 
w/(x ,) and (Ye, the values of deflection and angle of attack 
at the tail t-chord position. These values are given by 
equations (13) and (14). 
Matrix equation of equilibrium--The problem of comput- 
ing the response may be considered to be one of the deter- 
mination of the deflection and rotation of a beam which is 
subjected to normal and torque loadings. In differential 
form, the bending and rotational displacements are related 
to the normal and torque loadings by the well-known 
expressions : 
GE1 $=.p &) 
where in this instance p and p are the loadings per unit 
length of beam. In addition to these two equations which 
are considered to apply to the wing, an equation for com- 
puting the elastic deformations of the fuselagz may be found; 
this equation may be found in the following manner. The 
rearward part of the fuselage is considered to be a cantilever 
beam subjected to the inertia loading given by equation 
(32) and the tail force 2L,. If equation (36) is applied 
to the fuselage and use is made of equations (12) and (32), 
the following equation for fuselage bencling resats: 
&EI,z=- m, [G(O)--V(0)x+‘9W,]+2Lt (3% 
in which L, must be treated properly as a concentrated load 
and I, is the bending moment of inertia of the fuselage. 
Since W, represents a vibration modal function, the following 
relation exists : 
where wf is t,he frequency of vibration associated with W,. 
Equation (38) may therefore be written 
6mfq’W1=--mf[ib(0)-~(O)x+‘8U’,] +2L, 
Multiplication of this equation through by W, and integration 
between 0 and x1 results in the following equation for fuselage 
bending 
~~“M6s=-M,~(0)+M,i;(o)-M,‘s+LL, (39) 
where M,, ik?,, and M6 are definecl by equations (35). 
Equations (36), (37), and (39), when the loadings given by 
equations (29) and (30) are considered, are seen to be rathel 
involved integroclifferential equations but clescribe com- 
plel,ely the motion of the airplane. The problem is to find 
functions w, cp, and 6 which satisfy these equations and which 
satisfy both the boundary conditions and the initial conditions. 
The problem of finding the w and ~7 functions may be 
simplified considerably by reducing the rather complicated 
equations of motion to a simplified and systematic algebraic 
form. The first step (see appendix C) is to replace the dif- 
ferential equations (36) and (37) for wing deflection and wing 
rotation by the following simple matrix equations: 
* [Al Iwl=l~l (40) 
m Iv, I=lnl (41) 
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The matrices in these equations are defined in appendix C 
(see equations (C22) and (C23) and equations (C29) and 
(C30), respectively) and have been derived on the basis that 
the displacements,along the semispan are given at six stations. 
Equations (40) and (41) and the fuselage deflection coeffi- 
cient 6 are now combined in a single matrix equation of the 
form indicated as follows: [ 0   [Al 0  m 0  1 b-414 6 = IP 0 
4 (42) 
I 
This form is chosen because it will be useful subsequently. 
With the notation given in appendix A, equation (42) may be 
abbreviated to the form: 
I I 6 
VI w =IPI 
I I 
(43) 
P 
This equation may be regarded as the loading matrix equa- 
tion of equilibrium; it relates the loadings to the clisplace- 
ments by linear simultaneous equations. The boundary con- 
ditions are automatically satisfied when this equation is used 
because they had to be taken into account when the sub- 
matrices [A] and [B] were derived. Only the initial conditions 
remain to be satisfied and these are treated separately in a 
subsequent section. 
Transformation of the loading equations into difference 
form.-The loading equations arc now simplified by replacing 
the time derivatives by difl’rrencc equations. If equation 
(5) is used to replace the derivative in equations (29) and 
(30), the values of the loading at t,he nth time interval are 
found to be 
4~,-2--(on-3)+Mz (45) 
The,values L, and M, are found by determining the expres- 
sions’for L,, Lz, and L, at t=nr (see equations (27) and (28)). 
Of these L, is the most complicated, since it (see equation 
(25)) involves three unsteady lift integrals of the Duhamel 
type. Fortunately, however, a rather simple recurrence 
relation can be developed which allows the calculation of the 
value of these integrals at a given time interval directly from 
the value at the previous time interval. This derivation is 
presented in appendix D and is made possible because the 
+ function is of an exponential form. (Where the CP function 
is given by more than one exponential term, a recurrence 
relation for each term may be written.) From the derivation 
in appendix D, therefore, the value of the three integrals at 
the nth time interval may be given as follows: 
where 
F,=e-rt F,-,-t-gwn-l+g’(o,-; .> 
in which g and g’ are defined by equations (A5) in appendix 
A. With this expression to replace the value of the integrals 
in equation (25), the value of L,n may be written 
With the use of dilfercnce equation (4), this equation may 
be transformed finally into the form: 
L,n=dow,fdlw,-l+dzw,~_z+d3w,-3$.d~~,f 
d l’~n-,+dz’(Pn-z+ds”Pn-3+F~ (48) 
where the d’s are defined in appendix A. Likewise, from 
equations (4), (17), and (26), Lnn may bc written 
If L:,, L2,, and the value L, of the gust force at t=ne 
are introduced into equation (44): the value of p at the nth 
time interval can be shown to be given by the equation: 
Pn=qoWn+q1wn-*+q~Wn-2+q~w~--3+q101~,~+ 
q,“~n-,+q)lz’~n-2+q~‘~n-3+F~+LB,~ (49) 
where the q’s are coefficients which arc given by equations 
(A3) in appendix A. In a similar manner, the equation for 
p (equation (45)) can be reduced to the form: 
qn = vcww, + VlW,-1 +vZWn-2+V3Wn--3+v~‘(0,+V,“Pn-l+ 
ya)cs-2+vip.-8+(a-~) F.+(a-2) Len 
where the v’s are given by equations (A4) in appendix A. 
The value of aerodynamic lift acting at the tail i-chord L1 
is found most conveniently by applying equation (49) to 
one-half of the tail surface. This application is made by 
modifying the q coefficients as follows: The mass value m 
is set equal to zero, ; I a is taken as $ c is repla.ced by cl, and 
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&! is replaced by P1, defined as the forward-speed and 
aspect-ratio parameter of the tail by the equation: 
(51) 
In addition, w and cp are replaced by the deflection and 
rotation of the tail given by equations (13) and (14). With 
these substitutions the value of L,,, is found to be 
Ltn = fod0hz + flw(O>n-~+f2w(O>n-2+f~W(O)n-2+ff0l~(O)~ + 
fl’440),-IS f2’~(o),-2+f,‘~(o).-a+~o~n+J1~,-1+ 
?2&--2+f&-3+Ft, +Ltn ’ (52) 
where 
F =e-yt’Ft f, ,_l+jw(0),-,+j’cp(O),-l+~~n-, (53) 
L,, is one-half the tail gust force at t=ne and thef’s and j’s 
are defined by equations (A7) and (All), respectively, in 
appendix A. 
With equation (52) and difference equation (5), equations 
(33) and (34) for L, and M, and equation (39) for fuselage 
bending may be reduced readily to the following form: 
L,~=row(O),+rlw(O)~-~+Y2W(O)~-2+Y3W(O)n-2+Y~’P(O)n+ 
yl’cp(O),-l+~z’~(o),-2+r2’~(0),_3+ros,$-~Y1~n-1+ 
rzs,-2+Y2s,-2+Ft,+Lgt, (54) 
~,~=~ow(O),+~~w(O)~-l+~2w(O)n--2+~C(3W(O)lz--3+I*g1~(0)~+ 
CIl”P(O)n-l+IL2”P(O)n-z+~L3’~(O)n-2+T;o~n+Til~n-1+ 
C12~n-2+1*38tl-3-xtF~-~tL~~~ (55) 
o=row(O),+~lw(O)~-l+~2~~(O)~-2+~2w(o),-,S~~,’~(o),+ 
rl’cp(O),-~+~2’~(0),-2+~2”P(O)n_3fj;08nS~l~,-l+ 
rzs,-,+r,~,-,+Ft~+L,, ?a (56) 
where the y’s, p’s, and T’S are given by equations (AB) to (AlO) 
in appendix A. 
The complete set of loading equations as well as the 
fuselage bending equations are now available in difference 
form. Equations (49) and (50) apply at each spanwise 
station and in addition the values of Lf and ikff must be 
introduced at station 0. The coefficients q, v, y, and so 
forth are seen to involve only the physical properties of the 
airplane structure, the forward-speed and aspect-ratio 
parameters given by equations (26) and (51), certain con- 
stants derived from the unsteady lift function, and the time 
interval. The time interval E that is chosen should be 
fairly small in comparison with the natural period of the 
fundamental mode in bending of the wing. To serve as a 
guide an interval chosen near l/30 of the estimated period 
of vibration of the fundamental mode appears to be quite 
satisfactory. Of course, some caution should be observed 
in the choice of this interval if the airplane is near a critical 
condition where some mode other than the fundamental 
may predominate. For example, if the airplane is flying 
near the flutter speed, the characteristic frequency of the 
response may be near the natural torsional frequency of the 
wing. The time interval should be modified accordingly. 
Recurrence matrix equation for response.-Equations (49), 
(50), (54), and (55) for loading, equation (56) for fuselage 
bending, and the equilibrium equation (43) may now be 
combined to give the recurrence matrix equation for re- 
sponse. In order to simplify the process of combining these 
equations, only the abbreviated or symbolic form of the 
matrices which occur are used. The definitions of these 
matrices are given, unless otherwise stated, in a complete 
group in appendix A. 
Application of equations (49) and (50) to each of the span- 
wise stations and of equations (54) and (55) to station 0 leads 
to a set of loading equations which may be put in the matrix 
form given by the following equations: 
Equations (57) and (58) and equation (56) may now be 
combined to form the following matrix equation: 
0 
IPI = ITo1 
/PI 7l [ 
70 lrol 1~011' 
[TOI [11011 
IL t vol [ VOI 
72 lr2J lrz’l 
[ I 
Fizl 1921 [m’l 
IL1 [ 4 [ %‘I 
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For simplicity, this equation may be abbreviated to the 
form: ,_ 
6 6 6 ‘6 ” 
-“I~lw=~slll t-9 +[&I w +[&?I w +[s31 w + 
(0 n-1 
,,,rlc,,,,n 
Q n-2 (0 n-3 
1. (62) 
where 
(63) 
IPIn- 
and the matrix lEgin is defined in the section entitled “Der- 
ivation of Gust Forces.” 
Substitution of equation (62) in equation (43) gives 
6 6 6 6 6 
[Cl w =[Sol w +[s,l w +v21 w +w31 w + 
(on (on cp n-1 cp n-2 P n-3 
With the use of the notations 
I- 7 
and 
I&h= 
(64) 
10 =p - Kq (6 > 
6 6 6 
Wll w +w21 w +v31 w fra PI + IQ 
(0 n--l cp n-2 cp n-3 n 
equation (64) may be written simply 
5 
(66) 
6 
[Dl w =IQln (67) 
Pn 
Multiplying through by the reciprocal of [D] gives finally 
the equation 
6 
w =[O-‘I&I, (6% 
I (ol?l 
This equation gives the displacements that apply at time n 
in terms of the displacements that occurred at several pre- 
ceding values of time (see equations (63) and (66) for the 
definitions of ]& and ]&In. 
From equation (68) the complete response of the airplane 
can be computed once the character of the gust is known. 
The matrix of gust-force values II,], can be determined by 
the procedure given in the section entitled “Derivation of 
Gust Forces.” The initial conditions (treated in the follow- 
ing section) are used to obtain three successive initial sets of 
the displacements. With these sets of displacements the 
next set may be obtained by application of equation (68). 
With the newly found set and the preceding sets of displace- 
ments, the next set may then be found, and so forth, until a 
sufficient time history of the displacements is found from 
which maximum loading conditions may be determined. 
The reason for using the difference form of the derivatives 
as given by equations (4) and (5) might now be given., 
Equation (64) may be considered a differential equation, 
since the matrix [C] contains the spanwise derivative matrices 
[A] and [B] and may be likened to the differential equation 
which relates the load to the deflection for a beam. The 
unknowns are the deflections at time n. The right-hand 
terms correspond to the loading, the first term being the only 
one which is not known since it contains the unknown de- 
flection. The subsequent inversion of the matrix [D] leads 
to, in effect, the solution to this differential equation and, in 
the beam analogy, corresponds to the integration of the 
loading to obtain the deflection. When numerical methods 
are used, the deflection may be computed with good accuracy 
by integration of the loading. On the other hand, if the 
difference equations which apply at an interior ordinate 
had been used, the matrix [C] would have appeared as an 
operator on one of the known deflections on the right-hand 
side of the equation. Eflectively, its operation would be to 
differentiate a known deflection,.and in the beam analogy 
this operation corresponds to the attempt to obtain the load 
which caused a given deflection. This process, however, 
cannot be done with accuracy when numerical methods are 
used because of the difficulty encountered in the form of 
small differences of large numbers. The difference equations 
which apply at an outer ordinate and, consequently, lead 
to an integration process, therefore, have to be used. 
DERIVATION OF THE INITIAL RESPONSE 
As has been mentioned, some initial values of deflection 
are needed before equation (68) can be used. This section 
shows how these values are obtained. The airplane, just 
before gust penetration, is considered to be in level flight, 
and all displacements which follow are given relative to this 
level-flight condition. The initial conditions are that the 
vertical displacements, vertical velocity, wing rotation, and 
angular velocity are all zero. The gust force can be shown to 
start from zero and, therefore, by Newton’s second law the 
additional initial condition can be established that the 
acceleration must be zero at the start of the response. These 
conditions can be satisfied, and the beginning of the response 
can be found by means of the analysis which follows. 
I- .-__---- ---. -.-- 
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The initial response is assumed to be given in terms of 
four successive ordinates, denoted by w-~, w-,, wo, and w,; the 
w. ordinate is considered, as in the case of the damped oscil- 
lator, to locate the origin of time. The first and second 
derivatives at the w. ordinate are given by equations (8) 
and (9), respectively. By virtue of the initial conditions 
(the vanishing of the deflection, velocity, and accelerations 
at t=O), the ordinate w. and the derivatives given by equa- 
tions (8) and (9) must be zero; therefore, the ordinates w-~ 
and w- 1 are found to be related to the ordinate w, by the follow- 
ing relations : 
w-2= --8w, (6% 
w_I=-w1 (70) 
These relations are general and must apply for deflection 
and rotation at each of the spanwise stations and for the 
fuselage deflection as well; that is, the displacements at 
t= - 2~ must be minus eight times the displacements at t= E, 
and the displacements at t = -e must be the negative of those 
at t=c. Substituting these conditions in equation (64), 
taking n as equal to 1, and using the condition that the dis- 
placements are zero at t=O give the following matrix 
equation in terms of the displacement at t=e alone: 
The term Ii;“/, is zero and therefore does not appear in this 
equation. Solution of this equation gives the values of the dis- 
placements that occur at t=c (n=l). 
The three sets of initial displacements required to proceed 
with equation (68) are thus known: the set of deflections 
found at t=~, the zero set at t=O, and the set at t=-e given 
by equation (70)) or simply the negative of the displacements 
which were found at t=e. In the actual case no displace- 
ments arc present at t = -E, but these displacements may be 
regardecl as being of a fictitious nature the only purpose of 
which is to allow the step-by-step evaluation of the dis- 
placements to be started easily. 
DERIVATION OF GUST FORCES 
The ma.tris [z,[, which appears in the response equat,ion 
(68) is derived as follows. From equation (15) and the 
notation of equation (26), the total gust force acting over a 
station section at the nth time interval may be given by the 
equation 
(72) 
The integral in this expression is also of the Duhamel type 
and since the # function is expressed by exponential terms 
(see equations (21) ), the integral may be evaluated quickly 
by a method similar to that developed in appendix D. The 
procedure of computing the gust force by this equation 
and then the response is not recommended, however, since 
a complete response evaluation would have to be made for 
each sust considered. Instead the nrocedure .;ecorn.n er C ec 
with this response the response to any gust may be found 
directly by superposition. 
Thus for the case of a sharp-edge gust, equation (72) 
reduces simply to 
Lgn=pCIV*n (73) 
where #n is the value of the $ function at t=ne. This 
equation when applied to each of the spanwise stations leads 
directly to the matrix equation for gust force: 
I 
co~ovo 
I I C111fh 
(74) 
C&V4 
I I &% 
If the gust is uniform in the spanwise direction, the v’s in 
this equation will all be equal. 
In a similar manner, one-half the gust force acting on the 
tail due to a sharp-edge gust may be shown to be 
-&,~=P1vo+t, (75) 
where the gust gradient is assumed to be the same as for 
station 0 and #1, is the value of the 9 function for the tail. 
This equation and equation (74) may now be combined to 
give the desired matrix lEsln as follows: 
P 1vo 0 
0 Pco~ovo 
0 PCI~IV, 
0 pcz1,v, 
0 Pcsl3v3 
0 P&v4 
0 Pdsv, 
41 
I I * n 
(76) 
In the application of this equation it should be kept, in mind 
that L,, does not begin to act until the tail starts to penetrate 
the gust. The time interval at which penetration starts 
may be taken as the interval nearest to the quantity 5. 
COMPUTATION OF LOADS AND STRESSES 
Once the time history of the displacements has been found 
from equation (68), the normal or torque loading on the 
wing can be found with little additional work. If the nota- 
tion of equation (66) is used, equation (62) may be written 
IPln=[Sol w +IQln (77) 
IPn 
6 
This equation shows that the loading matrix lP/ may be found 
by adding an easily computed matrix to the matrix I&I, the 
value of which will have alreadv been determined in the 
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to be defined in terms of the normal and torque loadings, and 
either of these loadings may be found independently of the 
other. 
The loadings thus found ,,are considered to?, be applied 
statically,‘and the-stresses are then found by ordinary static 
means. Since the loadings can be computed for any value 
of time, the complete stress’ history of any Point in the 
structure may be computed. In general, the maximum stress 
at different points in the structure is expected to occur at 
different. times. Some guide as to the probable time of 
occurrence of the most severe stress may be had, however, 
if the computed wing deflection is observed. It is likely 
that maximum stress occurs in the range where wing bending 
appears to be most pronounced. 
The acceleration of any point in the structure may be 
found, if dcsirccl, with the aid of equation (5). 
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
The principal results of the analysis presented in the 
previous sections are summarized her&n in a step-by-step 
form. Only those steps n.re listed which actually have to bc 
performed when a determination of structural response foi 
any airplane is being made. In order to conform with 
standard aircraft practice the use of inch-pound-second 
units throughout is recommended. 
The steps are as follows: 
Preliminary steps: 
(1) The wing scmispan is divided into six sections and a 
station is located at the middle of each section (set fig. 3). 
The sections arc proport8ionccl in any convenient manner so 
that certain stat,ions will fall at, concentratccl mass locations, 
such as engines or fuel tanks. St,ation 0 is located near 
where the fuselage intersects the wing and stat,ion 5 is located 
near the tip. -- The properties ET, GJ, 731, me, and %I!!’ are then 
computed at each station. 
(2) From the EI, GJ, and Xi values determine the [A] and 
[B] matrices by the method given in appendix C. 
(3) Compute the gust-force values at the successive time 
intervals for both the wing and the tail. (See section 
entitled “Derivation of Gust Forces.“) The $ functions 
used are taken from equations (21) or (22) for the aspeci 
ratios which are nearest to those of the wing and tail, respec- 
tively. A time interval that appears satisfactory is one in 
the neighborhood of l/30 of the estimated natural period 
of the fundamental, bending mode of the wing. 
The recurrence equation: 
(4) With the quantities determined in steps (1) and (2), 
determine the matrix elements given by equations (A3) to 
(L45) at each of the spanwise stat.ions. 
(5) Compute the fuselage and tail coefficients given by 
equations (A8) to (All). (See definitions of M,, fM,, A&, 
M,, MS, and A& given by equations (35).) 
(6) With the use of the coefficients determined in steps (4) 
and (5), set up the following matrices: [D], [&I; [&J, [S,], 
[R], [e], and [W]. These matrices are defined in appendix A 
and for .the most part are found from simple diagonal 
matrices of the coefficients determined in steps (4) and (5). 
I. The form, for example, of the [S] matrices is illustrated in 
‘ABLE l.-ILLUSTRATION OF THE [S] MATRICES 
2 3 4 
------------ 
1;10 
I 
i .6 1 ‘. 
9 
I 
I I 5 ” 
I I 6 I I .4 
I 4 I 3 
I 2 
I 
I 3 
1 1 1 
I I __----__e-m------v------ 
3 4 I 5 I 
3 I 4 I 
I 
3 I 3 I 
I I 
2 I 3 I 
2 ’ I 2 I 
1 1 1 I 
I I -- ---- ---m-e 
arc not shown arc zero. It may be of intcrcst to explain 
briefly the significance of the various terms that appear in 
the matrix. In order to facilitate the explanation the 
matrix has been partitNioned into several submatrices. The 
terms in the upper left-hand box arc associated with wmg 
bending and the airplane vertical moticn; whereas the terms 
in the lower right-hand box are associated with wing torsion 
and airplane pitching. The terms along the two subdiagonals 
serve to couple together the bending ancl twisting action. 
The terms in the first row and first column are associated 
with fuselage bending. The omission of certain terms in t,he 
matrix will lead to the matrix which applies to the more 
simple type of aircraft motion. For example, for the case in 
which only wing bending and vertical motion are to be 
considered, computation of only the terms which make up 
the upper left-hand box is sufficient. 
(7) Determine the reciprocal of the [D] matrix and set up . 
the following matrix equation : 
where 
6 
I&In= [S,l w +[%I 
I P n-1 
6 
w =[U-‘Ia, 
Pin 
in which 
i,’ ,f 
(as) 
In these equations the matrices containing 6, W, .and 9 ‘are -L ~- _ . ^ ., . 2. --L-m* 
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matrix IFI takes into account the forces which develop due 
to the “wake effect,” and ]Z,l is the gust-force matrix which 
is derived in step (3). Equation (78) is seen to give the dis- 
placements that occur at time n in terms of the displacements 
which occurred at the times n-l, n-2, and n-3. 
The initial response : 
(8) By use of the matrices given in step (6) and the gust 
forces which apply at n= 1, set up the following matrix 
equation: 
[[OS[S2l+8[S3ll W  =[RIII;,I* (7% 
Pl 
The term lFll does not appear in this equation because it is 
zero. 
(9) Solve equation (79) for the displacements. Any con- 
venient method, such as the Crout method (see reference S), 
may be used. The displacements found will be the value 
of displacements that apply at t=e or n= 1. 
The response : 
(10) The response may now be found by successive appli- 
cation of equation (78). The response at n=l has been 
found in step (9); the response at n=2 is next to be deter- 
mined. The values of the displacements in the n-2 term 
of the response equation are all taken to be zero (initial 
condition), and the values in the n-3 term are taken as the 
negative of those found in step (9). The gust forces to use 
are those which apply at n=2. The deflections that apply 
at n=2 are then found by matrix algebra. For convenience 
the column matrix I&j is evaluated first, and then multiplica- 
tion of this column matrix by the reciprocal of the ID] matrix 
gives the deflections at n=2. With the newly found deflec- 
tions at n=2 and the deflections at n=l and n=O, the 
deflections at n=3 can be found, and so forth. This process 
is continued until the wing bending appears to be the most 
pronounced. 
Wing loading : 
(11) With the deflections known, the value of wing loading 
in bending or in torsion can be computed directly from 
equation (77). The stresses at. any point can then be com- 
puted from the wing loading by ordinary static means. 
Since the loading may be computed at any value of time, 
the complete stress hist,ory of any point on the structure 
may be computed. 
EXAMPLE 
As an illustration of the method of analysis given in the 
present report, the response of a typical two-engine airplaae 
due to a sharp-edge gust is determined. For brevity the 
fuselage is assumed rigid and only vertical displacement 
and wing bending are considered. The weight variation 
over the wing semispa,n and the equivalent-weight concen- 
trations are shown in figure 8. In this figure are shown also 
t.he staGon locations and the interval covered by each station 
section. The solution is made for a forward velocity of 
flight of about 210 miles per hour and a gust velocity of 10 
~.- .?eet eer second. L I In tables 2., 3, and 4 are listed, respectively, 
14 769 6050 /433 382 201 II8 lb 
.I8b . I66 
FIGURE 8.-Weight distribution and equivalent concentrations for example two-engine 
aircraft. 
TABLE P.-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND UNSTEADY 
LIFT FACTORS FOR EXAMPLE AIRPLANE 
b,in .___ ... .._.___._________.......----...--..........------. .... ..___ _ .... ..__ ..... 560 
c.,in......-..........----.-.........--....-...-......-------.....------ ............. 154 
El0 -9 lb/in............--------........--..............--.---......---.- ........... ..- 165 
p,Ib/fta--~-...--------...-.......---.-.........-...-...........-.-.........------- .. 0.0765 
u “Ph-...-...----...........--.-.........----.-.....-....--..........--.---- 
4 
... 210 
m./seo............---------..........-....-.......-.--.......-..---- ........ ..- 3700 
v,in./sec........-..-.--.............-.-...........-...........------......-.-.--- .. 120 
c,sec-....--....---.....-----.-.--........---.-.......-------.......-...- ........... 0.01 
As, half-chords..-...--------.......-.----...........-..-..-.-..----.-.....-------- 0.48052 
M ..___ _ .... .._..._.______.......-.----......---..-...........--..- ...... ________ .. 0.276 
A ..__ _ ._.__________...._._-.--...........--.---......---.--......-.--- ......... ..- 10 
rnd--.-.-.......-...----.--.......-----.......--...............-..........------- .. 0.861 
u.--......-----.---........-...-..........-..---..-....--.--......-.--- ............ 0.001147 
x.........-.-.-.-.......-.-.........-................--.---......---.-......-...- .- 0.381 
y.--.------...---....---..-.......--.--......-.-.............---........---.---- ... 18.3078 
C-V ________..._..._.__........~.~~~.~~......~.~.~........~~.~ ...................... 0.332703 
(Po=a*.......-.-.-.-.....-..-............-...........-...-.......-...-.........-.- .. 0.361 
~,.----.---.....-...--....-....--...-.....-...--..........-.-.....-.---.........-.--6.6091 2 
~o.-.-......-.-......~-...........-.-.......--..-.......-.-.-.......- ........... ..- 120.9983 
TABLE 3.-$ ORDINATES AND GUST-FORCE MATRIX FOR 
EXAMPLE AIRPLANE 
0 
.22105 
.36744 
.46716 
.53741 
.58888 
.62830 
.65980 
.68594 
.70840 
1 I;,\ = 120 
I  
10 0. i2820 
11 .74595 
12 .76215 
:: : 77iO7 9086
:i 
.a0373 
.a1574 
:i .82696 3748
17.8404 
15.7552 
12.1811 
10.5295 
8.77455 
7.01964 
Sn 
I - 
come from the unsteady lift function, the values of the # 
function and the gust-force matrix, and the matrix element,s 
that are required for the solution (steps (1) to (5)). The @  
function for an aspect ratio of 6 was chosen (see equation 
(20b)) ; and the 9 function for an aspect ratio of infinity I 
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The [A] mat#rix as computed from the values of X and I 
listed in table 4 is shown in table 5 (a). In the computation 
of the r) values shown in table 4 for station 0, the fuselage 
was treated as a concentrated wing mass. This treatment 
is allowable since the fuselage is assumed rigid and further 
saves ?,he wcrk .of computing the y values (see equations 
(As)~. The [[A] -[S,,]] or [D] matrix, which in this case 
applies only to bending and vertical displacement, is shown 
in table 5 (b). The equation which is formed from equation 
(78) (step (7)) and which involves the reciprocal of [D] 
and the [S,] and r11-I matrices is shown in table 6. The 
equation for computing t.he initial response (step (8)) is 
shown in table 7. I curves. 
TABLE 4.-MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR EXAMPLE AIRPLANE 
The solution to these equations is shown in figure 9 in 
which deflection in inches is plotted against spanwise station 
points for various intervals of time. For clarity the deflec- 
tions for the odd intervals have been left off. From these 
curves the consequent wing bending and the manner in 
which the airplane is swept upward by the gust can be seen. 
The time histories of the loads (equation (77)) that occur 
at each of the spanwise stations are show’n in figure 10. 
These curves indicat.e the presence of some second-mode 
excitation in the response. The stresses that occur at stations 
0, 1, and 2 are shown in figure 11. The presence of second- 
mode excitation is not readily discernible from the stress 
0 0.09 2700 154 101 -56.019712x10~ 139.84200 x104 -111.77100 X10’ 27.93800 X10’ 17.9752 
1 .18 1870 136 101 -31.594032 78.802027 -62.951014 15.733559 15.2697 
3” .:: 1100 52 118 02 ii -7.570015 2 10967 18.783512 5 151851 -14.966756 - 0 0925 3.735946 1 012428 12.2731 0 609
4 .16 225 85 90 -1.150062 2.773208 -2.168104 8.84085 
5 .16 67. 5 68 90 -. 698450 1.664566 -1.291283 : 
EE 
7.07268 
where 
Q =lO, 000 
n 
TABLE 5.-THE [A] AND [D] MATRICES FOR EXAMPLE 
(a) The [A] matrix 
[ --133.410.07 -12,599.080 82, 2. 5 6L 59.73 ,0 4.4210 -237 698  -133,410.07 -172,806.94 25x$299.66 -9,339.8380 b6J1 7. 47 LO5 .7383 -172,806.94 08.7 9 511 194,21 .495 -3 242 2365 2 57 7261  Q49. 6 -108,709.511 -47 410 32612 59 08 103,95 .971 56 197 4478  67. 988 -10,531.197 -47,410.326 --9, 39.8380 36,6 7.4 31 28,579. 72 2.0 4 210 
(b) The [D] matrix 
642,X30.82 -133,410.07 61,050.726 --12,509.080 2,094.4210 
-133,410.07 574,239.080 -172,806.04 56,107.447 -0,330.8380 
6LO59.726 -172,806.04 260,019.640 -108,709.511 28,570.472 
-12,599.080 56,197.447 --108,700.511 125,050.721 -47,410.328 
2,094.4210 -9,339.8380 28,579.472 -47,410.326 48.108.0880 
-237.6081 1,059.7383 -3,242.2365 8,567.408# --10,531.107 
D 
AIRPLANE 
-237.6981 
LO59.7383 
-3,242.2365 
8,567.4983 
-10.531.197 
4.383.89451  
-237.6081 
1,059.7383 1 -3,242.2365 8,567.4988 -10,531.197 11,368.3945 
TAliLE 6.-RECURRENCE EQUATION FOR RESPONSE OF EXAMPLE AIRPLANE 
w(0) 0.003274436 -0.002535913 -0.002352327 -0.0008201844 
W(l) 0.022344322 0.01467594 0.0020771G6 -0.002939533 -0.002117350 
m(2) 0.01467594 0.069848456 0.06246802 0.02103792 -0.009089948 
w(3) 0.002077166 0.062468920 0.19074974 0.15523588 0.01762344 Q 
w (4) -0.008291844 -0.002939533 0.02103702 0.15523588 0.40588417 0.26526111 
(5) 7% 0.0003284241 -0. 211 350 - . 9089 48 .01762344 .26526111 0.0003284241  1.1 968 65 n 
r 139.84200 78.802027 
I 18.783512 5.151851 -14.956756 -4.060925 3.735946 1.012428 II w(2) (3) I 
L t 0.530600 II I w(4) 0.320952 w(5) n-3 I 
in which 
17.9752 WI) 
15.2897 W(l) 
1 PI, =0.8327031Fl, ml+ [ 12.2731 1 w (2) 
10.6091 w (3) 
8.84085 w(4) 
7.07268 w(5) n--l 
TABLE ‘I.-EQUATION FOR INITIAL RESPONSE OF EXAMPLE AIRPLANE 
10,000 
- 
175.0720 -13.34101 6.195973 -1.259908 0.2094421 -0.02376981 w (0) 17.8404 
-13.34101 120.3415 -17.23069 6.619745 -0.9339838 0.1050738 Nl) 15.7652 
6.195973 -17.28069 41.02278 -10.87095 2.857047 -0.3242237 ~(2) 12.1811 
-1.259908 5.610745 -10.87095 16.54357 -4.741033 0.8567499 20 (3) 
=120(0.22105) 
10.6’295 
0.2094421 -0.0339838 2.857947 -4.741033 6.960225 -1.053120 w(4) 8.77455 
_ -0.02376981 0.105973% -0.3242237 0.8567499 -1.0.53120 2.413172 1 w(b) I 7.01964 
- 
9358 62-61-3 
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FIGURE S.--Response of example airplane due to IO-foot-per-second sharPedge gust. 
U=210 miles per hour. 
Station 
~000 - 
F~orm~ IO.-Time history of station loads for example airplane. 
6OOOr 
FIGURE Il.-Bending stress developed in example nirplanc due to IO-foot-per-second 
sharp-edge gust. 
DISCUSSION 
A method for computing the stresses and structural action 
of an airplane flying through a gust has been given. The 
method is based on aerodynamic strip theory, but over-all 
corrections for compressibility and three-dimensional effects 
can be made as is indicated by a suggested correction pro- 
cedure. Some tail forces are included in the analysis and 
others might equally well be included if their character is 
known. 
The analysis as given is general enough to include the wing 
bending and twisting flexibilities and the fuselage flexibility. 
In a good many cases that may be considered, however, the 
last two of the flexibilities may prove to be of negligible im- 
portance. Some investigators have indicated (see reference 
1) that, unless the forward speed of the airplane approaches 
the flutter or divergence speed of the wing, the torsional defor- 
mations do not have to be included. Likewise, in cases in 
which the fuselage is rather stiff, the effect of fuselage flexi- 
bility on the response may be rather small. In such cases 
in which either or both of these flexibilities may be ignored, 
the analysis is, of course, simplified and shortened. The 
example presented in the previous section illustrates this 
point. In the present state of understanding of gust- 
response analysis, enough information is not available to 
indicate definitely when and when not to include the various 
flexibilities of the aircraft structure. The analysis in the 
present report may provide a useful means to assess their 
importance. The extent, for example, to which coupling 
exists between wing bending and wing torsion in any par- 
ticular case may be seen by comparing the displacements 
obtained from the coupling terms with the displacements 
obtained, from the noncoupling terms. 
Both the symmetrical and antisymmetrical types of gusts 
can be handled by the analysis given in the present report. 
In general, the symmetrical gust is expected to produce the 
most severe stress condition, and therefore only the matrices 
which apply for a symmetrical case have been given. These 
matrices were derived by using the boundary conditions for 
the symmetrical deformation of a free-free beam. The case 
of an antisymmetrical gust can be treated by replacing these 
matrices by the ones which apply for the antisymmetrical 
deformation of a free-free beam. The case of a general un- 
symmetrical gust can be handled by first breaking the gust 
into two parts-a symmetrical part and an antisymmetrical 
part-and then treating each part independently. 
It, might be of interest at this point to compare briefly the 
matrix method to a modal-function solution. One of the 
chief disadvantages of the modal-function solution is that the 
modes and frequencies of natural vibration of the structure 
have to be computed in advance. Then, a large number of 
integrals which involve these modes have to be determined in 
order to set up the problem. In the present analysis the 
physical properties of the airplane are used directly in the 
setting-up of the problem. Further, in order to make the 
rp”-- .-.- 
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modal solution practical the higher modes.must be dropped 
and only the basic or fundamental modes can be used. 
Hence, the success of the analysis depends to a large degree 
on.how wellsingle modal-functions, one -mode each for bend- 
.-ing: -and torsion, ,can represent the airplane distortion. In .A 
--the analysis~of the-present report the distortions are found for 
all- practical. purposes as the correct values at a number of 
.. spanwise stations,-at leastto-within-the accuracy to which-the 
aerodynamic and structural parameters are known. Also, in 
this analysis, probably the most difficult operation is the 
inversion of the matrix [D], which is actually not a very 
involved operation, especially when done by the quick and 
systematic procedure afforded by the Crout met.hod (refer- 
ence 6). 
The present report indicates the methods for determining 
the response for both a sharp-edge gust and a gust of arbitrary 
shape. Probably the best approach, however, is to compute 
only the response for a sharp-edge gust, since the response foi 
any arbitrary gust may thereafter be computed by means of 
Duhamel’s integral. To follow such a procedure would also 
save a great amount of work in the evaluation of the gust 
forces. 
One of the important features of the method of analysis 
presented is that it is not restricted to the gust problem. 
The approach used may be used to treat other problems of a 
similar nature. The landing problem can be handled by 
simply replacing the distributed gust force by the con- 
centrated landing forces. In the landing problem also, the 
problem is set up much more easily since the aerodynamic 
terms do not ordinarily have to be included. However; the 
landing problem in which aerodynamic forces are included 
may be solved by this method if desired. The approach used 
herein may also be used to solve the problem of the release of 
heavy-objects such-as bombs. This problem could be consid- 
ered the i.nverse..of the gust problem; a.load is released rather 
than-encountered.. Some maneuvering problems, such as the 
sudden- deflection of the ailerons, and a number of other 
.-transient, problems -might also ,be treated by an approach 
similar to that given in the present report. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A methodfor computing the stresses and structural response 
of an aircraft flying through a gust has been presented. The 
method is based on aerodynamic strip theory, but compres- 
sibility and three-dimensional effects can be taken into 
account approximately by means of over-all corrections. The 
method takes into account wing bending and twisting 
deformations, fuselage deflection, vertical and pitching 
motion of the airplane, and some tail forces. A sharp-edge 
gust or a gust of arbitrary shape in the spanwise or flight 
directions may be treated. A suggested computational pro- 
cedure is given t,o aid in the application of the method to any 
specific case. 
The possibilities of applying the method to a variety of 
transient aircraft problems, such as landing, are brought out. 
LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., January 19, 1950. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEFINITIONS OF MATRICES USED IN ANALYSIS 
I 
IPI = 
InI= 
For convenience in presentation, most of the matrices and 
matrix elements that are used in the analysis are defined in 
this appendix. The matrices are presented without deriva- 
tions, but their origin should become evident by a study of 
the analysis. 
Matrices.-The various matrices that are used in the 
analysis are defined as follows for the case in which the wing 
semispan is divided into six sections (the elements which 
are used in the matrices being defined in the subsequent 
section) : 
II44 
P(O) 
P(l) 
PM 
P(3) 
P(4) 
P(5) 
aK9 
a(l) 
!m 
q(3) 
P(4) 
P(5) 
0 
PI= IPI 
IPI 
[Al 
PI 
See appendix C for definitions. 0 0 0 
[Cl= O[A]o [ 1 0 0 WI 
[ml = I 
7lm . 
o*(3) 
Vi(4) 
7ld5) 
1 
11i’(O)+Yt’ 
Vi’(l) 
[Vi’]= 
L 
w’(2) 
lli’(3) 
7li’(4) 
7lt’(5)- 
4afPLt 
vi(1) 
[Vi1 = 
Vi@) 
! I 
Vi(s) 
Vi (4) 
Vi(5) 
vt’(O)+Pi’ 
Vi’(l) 
[Vi’1 = 
Vi’(2) 
I I 
Vi'(3) 
vi’(4) 
Vi’(5) 
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.~. 0 
iTil= 
0 
0 
0 
i; 
0 
0 
lr*rl= 
0 
0 
0 
L/‘iJ=Lri 0 0 0 0 OJ 
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-c--if* 
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[e] = c-Y< 
c-7e 
e-7’ 
e-7’ 1 
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g(2) 
g(3) 
g(4) 
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. 
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Matrix elements.-The matrix elements which appear in 
the matrices defined in the previous section are expressed 
for convenience in terms of the following common factors: 
(Al) 
in which the last four are associated with the @ function for 
the wing. (See equation (23) .) With these factorsthe ele- 
ments that must be computed at each spanwisc station are 
as follows: 
0 
. 
bw 
(A9 
(A4) 
(A5) 
The coefficients which must be computed for the fuselage 
and tail are expressed in part in terms of the following 
L46) 
in which the last four are associated with the ip functions 
appropriate to the tail. Also used are the generalized 
masses given by equations (35) and the value o1 as given in 
equation (14). With these factors the coefficients for the 
tail and fuselage are as follows: 
fO=-++Jto)Bt+PL &+; &,E 
r1=f (1 -@‘I& 
h=-2 (l-%JPt 
A=& (1 -%,)Pt 
(A7a> 
--to= - q$+f, 
%=y+fl 
-Yz=- 7+r. 
Y3=$+fa 
LQa) 
(A8b) 
(AW 
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(AW 
(L9b) 
(Age) 
j'=pree-Y1" -U&,,-;I;,, 
L (xl+; et)] 
?=pl ee-Yl' 
[ 
u&,,e, +h;,, (l+;c,e,)] 
J 
ro=-~~+jo 
r,=FJ$+j, 1 
+,=-5-7+x ’ I 
c (AlOa) 
(AlOb) 
(Al 1) 
APPENDiX B 
DERIVATION OF DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
In this -appendix the parabolic and cubic difference 
equations for the first and second derivatives of a function 
are derived. 
Parabolic equations.-For the parabolic difference equa- 
tion, consider the function shown in figure 12(a). This 
function is assumed to be replaced by the arc of a parabola 
which passes through the three ordinates a, 6, and c. It 
can be verified readily that such a curve can be given by 
the equation 
w=;(~-‘)(+2)-b+2)+;~(f-l) (RI) 
The first and second derivatives of this equation at ~J=E are 
given by the equations 
dW 
-1 
c-a 
dy ,,z.=p 2e 
d2w --I c-2b+a dy2 “=.= e2 
W? 
(B3) 
These equations are the standard difference equations for 
the first and second derivatives of a function. The deriva- 
tives are purposely taken at the middle of the three ordinates 
because the resulting equations are suitable for USC in the 
simplification of many problems. If the derivative had 
been taken at an outer ordinate, the approximation afforded 
would not be accurate enough to be useful. 
Cubic equations.-The cubic difference equations may be 
derived in a manner similar to that for the parabolic equa- 
tions. In this case four successive ordinates are used. (See 
fig. 12(b).) The function is replaced by a third-degree 
curve which is given by the equation 
w=-;(!-l)(:-2)(:-3)+;+2)(~-3)- 
;!(+l)(!-3)+$!(!-1)(:-Z) (B4) 
Because of t,he increase in accuracy that results from the 
use of a higher-degree curve, the first and second derivatives 
may be taken at an outer ordinate with an accuracy which 
is about equivalent to that given by equations (B2) and 
(B3). The derivatives at 3/=& are 
dw 1 lld-18cf9b-2a dy p=3c= 6e (B5) 
d2w -1 - Zd--5c-k4b-a dy u=3t e2 m) 
If taken at the third of the four ordinates, the derivatives are 
dw 2d+3c-6b+a - 
dy +2r= 1 6~ (B7) 
d2w -1 d--ac+b dy2 “=tr= e2 w9 
Equations (B5) and (B6) are used in the derivation of the 
response equation for an airplane in a gust. Equations (B7) 
and (B8) are useful in the derivation of the initial response. 
b Ic 
2f Y 
w 
a b c d 
f 
@,J 
2f 3f Y 
(a) Pnrsbolic. 
(b) Cubic. 
FIGURE la.-Functionnl notntion used in the derivation of parnbolic and cubic difference 
equations. 
, 
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APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF MATRIX EQUATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM 
In this appendix the matrix equations 
WPl=14!1 ((3) 
for symmetrical bending and twisting of a free-free beam 
under normal and torsional loads are derived. 
Bending----In accordance with the assumptions made in 
this report the wing semispan is considered to be divided into 
six sections with a station point at the center of each section 
(see fig. 3). The inertia force of the mass and the aerody- 
namic force that develops over each section is in turn assumed 
to be concentrated at the respective station points. The 
wing is thus effectively a beam bending under six concen- 
trated loads and, as such, will have a linearly varying mo- 
ment between each station. The following general equation 
for the moment between the i and ;+ 1 stations may therefore 
be written: 
where 
M=ai+ b,y cc31 
ai=[ 1 +g-JM(i)-e MC;+ 1) 
b,=& [Al(i+l)- M(i)] 
1+1 
in which y(i) is the abscissa to the i station. 
The wing is further assumed to have a linear I/E1 varia- 
tion between stations with the correct value of l/E1 at each 
station. This type of variation would lead to an E1 curve 
which follows very closely the true stiffness curve of the 
wing and which of course has the correct values of E1 at 
each station. A general equation for l/E1 may therefore 
also be written; thus, 
@4) . 
where 
1 
di=b&.l 
With equation (C3) and equation (C4) the well-known 
expression relating deflection to moment for a beam may be 
written 
cc51 
The deflection may be found most conveniently from this 
equation by use of the engineering beam theorem which 
states that the deflection of one point on a beam relative to 
the tangent of the deflection curve at another point is equal 
to the moment about the displaced point of the M/EI 
diagram between the two points. In this case symmetrical 
loading is being considered and therefore the boundary con- 
dition at the center line is that the slope must be zero; the 
deflection of each station relative to this point therefore may 
be readily computed. Fortunately, because of the conven- 
ient analytical representation of M/EI, these deflections may 
be found by exact integration. The deflection, for example, 
at station 4 due to the M/EI variation between stations i 
and i+ 1 may be given by the expression: 
J’ 
u(i+1) 
I, (ai+biY)(ci+diy)[y(4)-Yldy 
Consideration of all the expressions of this sort leads to the 
total deflection of each station relative to the wing center 
line. From this deflection the more useful deflection relative 
to station 0 can be readily determined. The values of the 
deflection thus obtained are founcl to be expressible by the 
following matrix equation: 
31) 
7x4 
W(i) 
W(4) 
Z(5) 
b” 
=zTp) 
-a,, a12 
a21 a22 
a31 a,32 
a41 a42 
ma51 a52 
05) 
where the matrix elements are defined by the equations: 
al,=Xo~1+X12A ‘\ 
u~,=x,(x~+x~)+x~~A,+x,x~~~ 
24 
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a45=X42C4 
in which 
(C7c) 
CC74 
(cikj 
(C8) 
The moment M(5) does not, appear in equation ((26) because the boundary condition is used so that the moment at station 
5 is zero. For convcnicnce equation (C6) may bc given in the abbreviated form: 
From the five loads p(l), p(2), p(3), p(4), and p(5), the moment at each station may be found. The equations 
relating the moments to the loads can be shown to be given by the matrix equation: 
M (O) 
I 
Xl x1+x2 X1+X2+X3 x,+x2+x3+~4 x,+x,+x,+~,+~; 
M (l) 0 x2 x2+ x3 x2+x3+x1 x2+b+h+h5 
MC4 =b 0 0 x3 X3Sb b+L+b 
M(3) 0 0 0 x4 X4+X5 
M(4) 0 0 0 0 x 5. 
which can be abbreviated simply results in the equation: 
lMI=b[Kl IPI (Cll> 
Substitution of equation (Cll) into equation (C9) gives 
P(l) 
P(2) 
P(3) 
P(4) 
P(5) 
‘l~l=lPl 
(ClO> 
.(C13) 
IWI =EI(O) Jf- [HII P21 IPI 
Multiplication through by the reciprocal of 
(C12) This equation thus gives the loads in terms of the deflection of each station relative to station 0. In the case under 
consideration, however, the wing is a free body capable of 
motion through space and therefore to set up properly the 
. 
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equations of motion the deflection must be given relative 
to a fixed datum line. This datum line is most conveniently 
located as the position of the wing prior to action of the 
disturbing loads. Consideration of sketch 3 
St 
SKETCH 3. 
will show therefore that the following relation must exist: 
z=w-w(0) (C14j 
Substitution of this equation into equation (Cl3) gives 
EI(o) 
7 [FL1 [~211-‘Iw--w(0)l=lPl 05) 
To aid in the derivation E* [[H,] [H2]]-’ is now written in 
the general form: 
I 
6 11 b,, b,, b14 b,, 
b 12 b22 b23 b24 bz, 
E+ HH,l[H211-‘= b,, b2, b,, 634 b,, 1 (C16) 
b 14 L b34 644 b4.s 
b 15 b,, b,, b,, bs 1 
Thus with this equation, equation (C15) may be trans- 
formed to the form: 
b 01 b,l b,z b,, b,4 b,, 
b 02 bn b,a b,, b,, bz, 
b 03 b,, 623 b,, b,, b,, 
b 04 b,4 b,, b,, b,, b,, 
b 05 b,, b,, ba b,, b,, J 
40) 
41) 
42) 
w(3) 
w(4) 
w(5) 
where 
bo,=-(b1*+b12+b13+b1afblj) 
b,,=-(b,,+ bzzf bzs+ b,,+ b,,) 
bo,= -(b,,+ bz,+ b,s+ ba+ bd 
bo,= --@Id+ b,,+ b,,+ b44+ b4.d 
bos= -@I,+ b,,+ b,,+ b,,+ bd : 
P(l) 
P(2) 
= P(3) 
P(4) 
P(5) 
(C17) 
KW 
Equation (Cl7) is noted to express all the loads except 
p(O) in terms of the six deflections. An additional equation 
in which p(0) is expressed also in terms of the deflections 
may be established by use of the condition that all the loads 
acting on the wing semispan must add up to equal zero; 
that is, 
P(O) fP(l) + P(2) + P(3) + P(4) + P(5) = 0 (Cl% 
This condition automatically satisfies the two boundary 
conditions that the shear must be zero at the tip and center 
line of the wing. Thus if the five equations represented by 
equation (C17) are added, and use is made of equations 
(ClS) and (C19), the following equation results: 
boow(O)+bo,w(l)+bo,w(2)+bo,w(3)+bo,w(4)+bo,w(5)=p(O) 
cw 
where 
boo=-(bo,+boz+bo,+b,+bod P-3 1) 
This equation may now be combined with equation (C17) 
to give finally 
-boo bo, bo, bo, boa bo,- 
b 01 b,, b,, b,, p,, b,s 
b 02 b,, b,, bz, bz, L 
b 03 b,, b23 b,, 63, b,, 
b 04 b,, b,, b,, b,, b,s 
.bo, b,, 62, b35 b,, b,s- 
w(O) (O) P(0) 
I ! 41) P(l) 
w(2) P(2) 1 
w(3) - P(3) (3) 
(C22) 
w(4) P(4) 
w(5) P(5) 
This equation is thus the desired matrix equation which 
relates the normal loads to the deflection. If the square 
matrix is denoted by [A], the equation may be abbreviated 
conveniently to the form 
[Al Iwl=l~l (c23) 
which is the form used in the text. (See equation (40) .) 
As an aid in computational work, a summary of the steps 
involved in the determination of [A] is given to close this 
section: 
(1) From the I values at, the respective stations, compute 
the coefficients given by equations (CX). 
(2) With these coefficients determine the matrix elements 
given by equations (C7). These elements form the matrix 
[HI] which is defined by equations (CS) and (C9). 
(3) Multiply the [HI] matrix by the [Hz] matrix, which is 
defined by equations (ClO) and (211). The result should be 
a symmetrical matrix; this property serves as a very useful 
computational check. 
(4) Invert the EI(o) -tf- [ IHI1 ml] matrix. This matrix should 
also be symmetrical. (The Gout method (reference 6) 
serves as a rather quick and useful means for performing the 
inversion.) 
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(5) Add the columns of the inverted matrix and place the 
negat.ive of these sums at the top of their respective columns 
such as to form a new row of matrix elements. Then add 
these sums and place the negative 8f the sum, as the -first 
matrix element of the newly formed row. A new column 
headed by this value is thus in the making. Fill in the re- 
mainder of the column with the respective elements of the 
new row; that is, the appropria:e values should be inserted to 
make the matrix symmetrical. This final matrix ir the de- 
sired [A] matrix. 
Torsion.-For the torsional case the torque loads p are 
assumed to be concent,rated at the stations just as in the 
case for the normal loads 27. Consideration then of the fol- 
lowing example torque diagram (sketch 4) 
SI\‘ETCII 4. 
will show that the following equations must apply 
am= -T(l) 
y(l)=T(l)- T(2) 
q(2)=T(2)-T(3) 
q(3)= T(3)- T(4) 
(C24) 
n@)=T@)--T(5) 
q(5)= T(5) 
where T(i) represents the total torque present in the i interval. 
No torque exists between the wing center line and st,ation 0. 
To aid in the derivation, the assumption is made that 
l/GJ varies linearly between stations. A typical TJGJ 
diagram between, say, the i- 1 and the i stations would 
appear as in sketch 5: 
SmmCH 5. 
From the differential relation G-=x, the fact may be ob- dy GJ 
served that the change in angle of twist between two stations 
is equal to the area of the T/G J diagram between the two 
stations; therefore, 
bXi 
cpwdi--l)=~ 
T(i) W) 
G J(iwl) +,J(i- 1 (c25) 
If the notation 
26 
Ji=z* - 1 
1 
J(i- I) +& (c26) 
is employed, equation (C25) may be written 
T(i)=ji[&i)-&i-l)] (c27) 
Application of this equation to each of the spanwise stations 
gives the following equations for T: 
TO)=.i, b6(1)--(0(0)1 
TM=j2 bW--cp(l)l 
T(3) =A [p(3) - (PMI 
I 
W8) 
T(4) =.i4 b(4) - d3)l 
T(5) =.i5MV- d4)l 
Substitution now of these equations into equations (c24) 
gives the desired equations relating the torque loads to the 
angle of twist. The equations thus found can be given in 
the matrix form: 
31 -j, 0 0 0 0 do) 4 (0) 
-j, (.?.+j2) -2.2 0 0 0 P(l) n(l) 
0 -j2 (j,+.i,) -j, 0 0 (O(2) Y(2) 
0 0 -j3 cj,+j,, -.i4 0 (P(3) P(3) 
0 0 0 -j4 <j4+j5, - j5 (P(4) q(4) 
0 0 0 0 _ -j, j5 (P(5) P (5) 
W9) 
which can be abbreviated to 
PI M=lnl (C30) 
the form used in the test. (See equation (41).) Thus all 
that is involved in the computation of the matrix [B] is the 
evaluation of the matrix elements by means of equa- 
tion (C26). 
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APPENDIX D 
RECURRENCE EQUATION FOR THE EVALUATION OF DUHAMEL’S INTEGRAL INV04VING AN EXPONENTIAL KERNEL 
The derivation of a rather simple recurrence relation foI 
t,he step-by-step evaluation of the three unsteady lift inte- 
grals appearing in equation (25) is presented. This deriva- 
tion is made possible because the kernels of the integrals are 
expressible in exponential form. 
From equation (23) the first and second derivatives of the 
+ function may be written 
where Y. does not appear since the initial conditions are 
used that the deflection w and rotation cp are zero at t=O, 
and therefore Y. is zero. (See equation (D4.) More ac- 
curate methods, such as Simpson’s method, could be used 
for determining the area under the curve, but because of the 
small interval chosen the consequent increase in accuracy is 
negligible. If the notation 
(Dl) 
OW 
where 
With these equations the three integrals of equation (25) 
may be combined conveniently into the following single 
integral denoted by I,: 
For convenience t,he notation 
is introduced and thus equat,ion (D3) becomes 
01’ 
It= S 0t Ye-Yct-r)d7 
Il=e-Yt S t YeYrdr 0 (D5) 
Mathematically, the integral in this equation may be 
interpreted to represent the area under the funct.ion given 
as a product of Y and eYr. *In accordance with numerical 
evaluation processes, the interval 0 to t may be divided into 
a number of time stations of interval E. The product of 
Y and eyr may then be found at each of the time stations 
and from these products the area under the curve may be 
determined in first approximation by the trapezoidal method 
of determining areas. Thus, if the time station n corresponds 
to time t, the expression for 1, may be approximated as 
follows: 
IIzII,=Ee-Yn’ 
[ 
J’leYC+Y2e72e+. . .+Yn-leyc”-l)~+$ YneYne 1 
(W 
F,=ee-‘ne[Y~e~E.tY2e12’+. . . +Yn-ley(n-‘)e] (D7) 
is introduced, equation (D6) may be written simply 
I,=F,+; Y, (W 
If equation (D5) is expanded similarly, only for an upper 
limit of t- B, the expanded result would be 
Inel ree-Y(n-l)E 
[ 
yle7’+ y2er2E+ . . . + yn-2eY(n-2)~+ 
f ynel erh-l)e 1 (Dg) 
By analogy with equation (D7), however, 
Fnel =ee-T(n-l)e [ Yle7’+ Yzey2+ * . . + Yn-2eT(n--2)E] (DlO) 
and therefore equation (D9) becomes 
L=L+; Yn-, (Dll) 
A study of equations (D7) and (DIO) shows that the follow- 
ing relation must exist: 
F~=e-YtF,_,+ee-‘r’Y,-, 0312) 
Now, if equation (D4) is used to rewrite Yn and Y,-l in 
equations (D8) and (D12), the value of I, may be given 
finally by the equation: 
wh cre 
~~,=e-rtF,-,f;doEe-rrpclw,-l- 
PeZ,e-yf[U~,+c(~-~)~,]~~-, (D14) 
The value of t,he unsteady lift integrals is thus given by 
equat,ion (D13). As regards the analysis given in the 
present report, w,-~ and (Pi-, are the values of deflection and 
rotaCon which have, say, just been determined from the 
recurrence equation for response. The value F,-, was also 
established and therefore F, can be determined as a definite 
quantity. The value I, is thus seen to be given in terms of 
the known F, and in terms of w, and 9% which are the next 
values to be evaluated from the recurrence equation. 
I 
-- PG1’, 
+d 
APPENDIX E ,_ . . ,,,_.. 
MATRIX ALGEBRA 
This appendix is written for those not familiar with matrix notations or matrix methods. All the matrix algebra necessary 
for the understanding of this report is described hereinafter by way of examples. 
Matrix definition,-Some of the basic types of matrices are illustrated by the following arbitrary matrices which are of 
the third order: 
The column matrix 
The row matrix 
The square matrix 
L 2 
[ 
2 
1 
-1 
The diagonal matrix . 
[ 
4 
0 
The identity matrix 
0 
0 
I 2 
1 
-1 
-3 11 
-3 1 
2 -2 
-1 3 1 
0 0 
3 0 
0 -1 1 
0 0 
1 0 
0 1  
Element definition--Each of the terms that appear in a matrix is defined as an element. Its position is usually 
denoted in a row by the number of terms from the left and in a column by the number of terms from the top. 
Matrix addition.-The addition of two matrices produces a single matrix. Addition is performed by simply adding 
together corresponding elements. For example, 
Multiplication of a matrix by a scalar numbers-In the multiplication of a matrix by a scalar number every element in 
the matrix is multiplied by the number. For example, 
29 
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Multiplication of a column matrix by a row matrix.-The product of a column matrix and a row mat,rix is equal to the 
sum of the products of the corresponding elements. For example, 
12 -3 l] 2 =(2X2)+(-3Xl)+[lX(-4)]=-3 
1 
l-4 
Multiplication of a column matrix by a square matrix.-The multiplication of a column matrix by a square matrix 
produces a column matrix. Consider the following set of three simultaneous equations: 
2y,--3y,-k y,=% 
yl+2y2--2y3=a2 
t 
(El) 
-yl- y2+3y3=a3 
The procedure adopted in matrix algebra is to write these equations in the matrix form 
where the multiplication of the 1~1 column matrix by each row in the square matrix produces the respective elements 
in the ]a] column matrix. (See multiplication of a column matrix by a row matrix.) 
In order to simplify the presentation of an analysis, the symbolic or abbreviated matrix form is used quite often. 
The symbolic form of equation (E2) is simply 
WI I’JI= lal (E3j 
The determination of Jai by t,he multiplication of IyI by [M] is illustratccl with arbitrary values of y, say yl=4, y2=5, 
a.nd y3= 6, by the following equation: 
r 
2 -3 1 4 (2X4)+(-3X5)+ (1X6) -1 a, 
1 
1 2 -2 1 
1 
5 = (1X4)+ (2X5)+(-226) = 2 = a, (E4) 
-1 -1 3 6 (-lX4jf(-1X5)+ (3X6) 9 a3 
Multiplication of a square matrix by a square matrix--The multiplication of two square matrices produces a square 
matrix. Multiplication is performed by letting the mult.iplying matrix operate, as in the preceding section, on each 
of the successive columns in the matrix being multiplied to produce correspondin, e successive columns in t,he product 
matrix. For example, 
r 2 -3 1 ll- 1 -2 3 1r -2 -12 14 
1 -1 1 -1 2-2 3 11 -1 1 3 1 -2 2 11 = -5 5 2 -5 5 
1 
1 
(E5) 
Order of multiplication--In general the commutative multiplication lam of ordinary algebra does not hold in 
matrix methods; that is, 
I4 I4 f PI I4 
Therefore, whenever the product of several matrices is indicated, these matrices must be multiplied together without 
changing their order. 
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Matrix partitioning and submatrices-A matrix may be 
partitioned or divided at will into smaller matrices For 
example, the left-hand side of equation (E4) may be parti- 
tioned as follows: 
The matrices which are formed by the dividing lines are 
called submatrices. These submatrices may be treated 
as though they were elements when matrix operations are 
performed. For example, with the notation 
a=[-3 l] 
the multiplication of the foregoing partitioned matrix is as 
follows : c 
The reciprocal of a matrix and the identity matrix.-By 
ordinary algebraic methods the formal operation involved 
in the solution for x of the equation 
mx=a 
8 is the multiplication through by the reciprocal of m; thus, 
x=m-‘a 
The same formal operation may be applied to matrix equations. 
For example, the solution for Iy/ in equation (ES) is simply 
IYI = Pfl-%I 
where [m-l is the reciprocal, or the inverse, of [ikQ. 
The reciprocal of a matrix is found as the matrix which 
satisfies either of the equivalent equations 
WI-’ wl =Vl 
WI [Ml-‘=[I] 
where [I] is the ,identity matrix. For equations (E2) and 
(ES), the reciprocal of [M] is found as the matrix which 
satisfies the equation 
If this equation is considered in relation to equations (El), 
(E2), and (E5), the values of b,, bz, and ba would simply be 
values of yl, yz, and y3 which satisfy equation (El) for 
cL1=1, a?=0 , and a3=0; cl, cz, and c3 would be the values for 
al=O, a2=1, and a3=0; and d,, d,, and d3 would be the 
values for al=O, u2=0, and a3=l. For this example, the 
solutions are 
The Crout method (reference 6) provides a very quick and 
convenient method for determining these solutions. 
The determination of y by the operation [m-’ on ja[ is 
illustrated as follows for al= -1, a2=2, and a3=9: 
[ 4 8 4 1 - 12 -1 7 1 5 5 1 7 
The operation performed by this equation can be seen to be 
the inverse operation of equation (E4). 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Designation si2- 
Lo&pi” -------_ 5 
-----__--_____ 
Normal _______________ 2 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol 
X 
zi 
Moment about axis Angle 
I ’ I I 
Velooities 
I 
Rolling _______ L Y-Z 
z-x 
Roll _________ I$ u 
Pitching.---- M  Pitch _______ 13 ,p 0 
Yawing-.- N X-Y Yaw ________ I) U s 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), 6. (Indicate surface by proper.subscript.) 
. 
” 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D Diameter , Geometric pitch P Power, absolute coe5cient C~=--& 
Pitch ratio 
V’ Inflow velocity 0: Speed-power coe5cient = 
V. Slipstream velocity 
.:“- 
Q Torque, absolute coeflicient Cc=& Q ~ 
Effective helix angle=tan+ 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb/set 
1 metric horsepower=O.9863 hp 
1 mph=O.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
6. NUMERICAL R,ELATIONS 
1 lb=O.4536 kg 
,l kg=2.2046 lb 
1 m i=1,609.35 m=5,289 f6 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
I 
,‘;, :. 
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